Assessing gamma frailty models for clustered failure time data.
Proportional hazards frailty models use a random effect, so called frailty, to construct association for clustered failure time data. It is customary to assume that the random frailty follows a gamma distribution. In this paper, we propose a graphical method for assessing adequacy of the proportional hazards frailty models. In particular, we focus on the assessment of the gamma distribution assumption for the frailties. We calculate the average of the posterior expected frailties at several followup time points and compare it at these time points to 1, the known mean frailty. Large discrepancies indicate lack of fit. To aid in assessing the goodness of fit, we derive and estimate the standard error of the mean of the posterior expected frailties at each time point examined. We give an example to illustrate the proposed methodology and perform sensitivity analysis by simulations.